The transformation of medical genetics by clinical genomics: hubris meets humility.
There is no question that the advent of massively parallel ("next-generation") DNA sequencing has thrust Medical Genetics and Molecular Diagnostics into a new era, availing practitioners and patients of a form of genetic testing unprecedented in its scope and comprehensiveness. It has produced impressive diagnostic yield, ended the "diagnostic odyssey" for many patients and families, expanded the known phenotypes of countless disorders, and led to almost weekly new disease gene discoveries. Nevertheless, it still fails to identify the molecular cause of many patients who clearly exhibit genetic/syndromic conditions, while at the same time unmasking other sequence changes of uncertain significance or unexpected consequences. With over six years' experience in the clinical application of NGS, this seems an opportune time to take stock and face up honestly to how much we still do not know about genome action and, indeed, the DNA molecule itself. This review and assessment examines a number of residual deficiencies and misconceptions in clinical genomics, while daring to predict its future incorporation of other "-omics" approaches and even quantum phenomena in our unending quest to understand the heredity of Homo sapiens.